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Communications
Tradition welcomes and encourages letters to the editor. Letters) which
should be brief and to the point) should not ordinarily exceed 1000 words.

They should be sent on disk, together with a double-spaced hard copy) to

Rabbi Emanuel Feldman, Editor, Congregation Beth Jacob, 1855 LaVista
Road NE, Atlanta, GA.

PRECEDENTS FOR HOSPICE AND SURROGATE

DECISION-MANG IN JEWISH LAW
To THE EDITOR:

As an Orthodox Jewish physician who has dedicated his career to caring
for patients at the end of life, and as the National Medical Director of
the largest hospice in the United States, I was greatly interested in

Rabbi Zev Schostak's article "Precedents for Hospice and Surrogate
Decision-Making in Jewish Law" (Tradition 34:2, Summer 2000).
Whie I am pleased that the rabbinate is takng an ever-greater interest
in matters related to end-of-life care from a halakhc perspective, I have
some concerns related to the article that I feel compelled to share.
In his introduction, R. Schostak states". . . man has obligations to
preserve his life by adopting a healthy life style, seeking good medical
care, and, of course, prayer. Hospice, in contrast, (italics mine J declares
that a terminally il patient need not pursue aggressive medical treat-

ment for an irreversible ilness, where known interventions are generally

futile and would diminish quality of life for his remaining days." By
using the term "in contrast," R. Schostak implies that the care provided
by hospice is somehow in opposition to man's obligation to seek,
among other thngs, good medical care. In fact, hospice care is commit-

ted to providing patients with good medical care, the goal of care being
symptom relief rather than disease directed therapy. One must remember that not all aggressive medical treatments for an irreversible ilness

are good medical care, and oftentimes, despite the desire to prolong
life, treatments provided to patients near the end of life are often not
proven to lengthen life, and may even shorten life.
In the summary of the meeting between R. Schostak, Rabbi

Feinstein, and Mr. Konstam, R. Feinstein rules:
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". . . a terminally ill resident who is alert and oriented and expresses
a wish to die should not automatically be referred to a hospice. In this case,
the nursing home staff should make every effort to persuade this resident to
live as full a life as possible. ))

The implication here is that if the resident were referred to a hospice, he or she would not live a life as full as possible. Nothing could be

further from the truth! The ultimate goal of hospice care is to allow
patients to "live until they die." By providing an interdisciplinary team
of care-givers-including rabbis-patients receiving hospice care have

the opportunity to receive increased human-human interaction, as well
as additional hands-on care from nurses and nursing assistants to meet
their ever changing health care needs. Medications, supplies and other
needs not always covered by traditional Medicare and other health
insurance programs are paid for by the hospice, relieving the patients'

family of significant financial burdens. While I would agree with R.
Feinstein that the residents should not "automatically be referred", all
residents who are terminaly il (whether or not they express a wish to

die) should be informed about hospice care and given the choice as to
whether or not they desire to receive it.
In Section IV of the discussion, R. Feinstein rules:
At the early stage of a terminal ilness, where the patient's relatively good condition makes him a viable candidate for an experimental/ aggressive treatment which may yet offer a remission or cure
. . . we should not refer him to hospice. . . . To refer to hospice in
a situation where hope for a remission or cure may still be possible, would, in R. Feinstein's opinion, violate lifnei iver, 'placing a
stumbling block before the blind.'

Hospice is about choice and patients who are referred to hospice
always have the choice not to elect hospice and to receive any therapy,

experimental or otherwise, that may be indicated and that they desire.
Additionally, admission to a hospice program is not irreversible. The

Medicare Hospice Benefit allows a patient to revoke hospice at any
time, with al prior Medicare benefits immediately restored. Therefore,

a patient who is receiving hospice care and becomes a candidate for
aggressive or experimental treatment may leave the hospice at any time
to pursue such therapy. With al due respect to R. Feinstein, as there is,
in reality, no impediment to experimental or aggressive treatment, it is

unclear exactly how a referral to hospice would "place a stumbling
block before the blind."
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Overall, the tone of the article suggests that Rabbis Schostak and
Feinstein were less than fully informed about the nature of hospice and
the Medicare Hospice Benefit. Whle I appreciate that they met with
Mr. Pesach Konam, his qualifications as a nursing home administrator
limit his knowledge of hospice to how hospices in his community interact withn the long-term care facility environment. With nothing but
respect for Rabbis Schostak and Feinstein, perhaps had they met with
hospice experts some of the conclusions drawn might have resulted in
different rulings than were presented.
In closing, we should remember that it was the forefather Jacob
who actually requested terminal ilness from Hashem, as it states in
Midrash Rabba Bereshit, Chapter 97:
Rav Yehuda ben Rav Simon said: 'Jacob demanded ilness, saying

to Him: "Sovereign of the Universe! A man dies without previous
ilness and does not settle his affairs with his children; but if he
were two or three days il, he would settle his affairs with his chi-

dren." "By thy life," replied Hashem, "thou hast asked well, and it
will commence with thee." ,
And, as related in Parashat Vayehi, Jacob becomes terminally il,

blesses his sons, and subsequently passes away-perhaps the first actual
"hospice death" in recorded history.

We must also remember that King Hizkiyahu took this one step
further and introduced hope in the face of a potentially terminal ilness.

By repenting and praying to Hashem, Hizkiyahu was granted an extra
15 years after originally being told by Yeshayahu that he would die
(Melakhim II 20:1-10).

We learn from these two biblical accounts that the combination of
hope in the face of a potentially terminal ilness is a core Jewish concept. This is also the core of hospice care. By providing terminally il
patients and familes with comprehensive services to meet their needs,
hospices assist patients in preserving and maintaining hope as their lives
draw to an end.
BARY M. KrNZBRUNNER, M.D., F.A.C.P.

Vice- President/N ational Medical Director
VITAS Healthcare Organization

Miami, FL
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RABI ZEV SCHOSTAK RESPONDS:

I am grateful to Dr. Kinzbrunner for takng his time to review my article
and to comment. I wholeheartedly concur with his belief that "not al
aggressive medical treatments for an irreversible ilness are good medical
care. . . ." and that "hospice care is committed to providing patients with
good medical care, the goal of care being symptom relief rather than dis-

ease-directed therapy." Regrettably, though, Dr. Kinzbrunner's critique

results from his reading the passage he cited out of context. When I
wrote, "Hospice, in contrast, declares that a terminally il patient need
not pursue aggressive medical treatment for an irreversible ilness, where

known interventions are generaly futile and would diminish qualty of
life for his remaining day," I was not contrasting hospice care with anything I noted in the previous sentence, as Dr. Kinzbrunner concluded.
Rather, in the context of the paragraph, I was contrasting the hospice

position that "a terminal patient may refuse even life-sustaining treatments" with the halaka's concern for the intrinsic sanctity oflife and it's

reservations about a patient's complete autonomy over his body. Indeed,
I ended that particular passage with this challenge: "Would halakha,
which values the preciousness of every second of life, permit a patient or
surrogate to refuse life-sustaining treatment?"

Later, Dr. Kinzbrunner refers to a ruling of Rabbi David Feinstein:
"A terminally il resident who is alert and oriented and expresses a wish

to die should not automatically be referred to hospice. In ths case, the
nursing home staff should make every effort to persuade this resident to
live as full a life as possible." In this instance, Dr. Kinzbrunner is rightfully troubled by the implication that one on hospice "would not live a
life as full as possible." As a hospice chaplain, who has been actively
involved with the interdisciplinary care team, I can personally attest to
Dr. Kinzbrunner's declaration that "the ultimate goal of hospice care is
to allow patients to live unti they die." Indeed, since R. Feinstein's rul-

ings, read piecemeal, might be subject to misinterpretation, I felt compelled to understand them in the context of the various stages of terffi-

nal ilness, which I described on page 47 of my article. R. Feinstein
clearly refers in his ruling to a patient in the early stages of terminal ilness. He is "alert and oriented" and has the capacity to make his own
medical decisions. Moreover, his health has not yet declined to the

point where he would no longer be a viable candidate for experimental
interventions and/or aggressive treatment that might offer him a possible cure or prolonged remission. In this event, R. Feinstein would urge
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nursing home staff to counsel terminal patients to consider appropriate
interventions which may stil offer hope for a medical miracle, while
they are still strong enough to endure strenuous regimens. In so doing,
staff wi enable terminal patients to "live as full a life as possible" by
knowing that they have thorougWy explored all options for a possible
cure or remission. Only when patients and their familes feel secure that
"they have left no stone unturned" or that the remote possibilty of
cure would not justify the severity or the risks of the intervention and
its effects on the quality of life wil they fully be able to embrace hospice.

This understanding of R. Feinstein's ruling also addresses Dr.
Kinzbrunner's final objection. I wrote, regarding the early stage of ter-

minal ilness that "to refer to hospice in a situation where hope for a
remission or cure may still be possible would, in R. Feinstein's opinion,
violate lifei iver, placing a stumbling block before the blind."

Dr. Kinzbrunner observes that "admission to hospice is not irreversible" and that a patient may "revoke hospice at any time, with all
prior Medicare benefits immediately restored." He thus questions how

referral to hospice would "place a stumbling block" before terminal
patients who are always free to revoke hospice and pursue aggressive

in terven tions.

Technically, Dr. Kinzbrunner is correct: terminal patients may
revoke hospice at any time. However, in practice, anyone who is familiar
with hospice knows that the overwhelming majority of patients in hospice remain in hospice and never opt to revoke it. In my experience, the

consideration of hospice is often among the most difficult and heartwrenching deliberations that patients and familes face:
Am I not, somehow, giving up and abandoning hope in God for a
miraculous cure when I select hospice care? As a child, am I truly honoring
my father when I don)t do everything known to medical science to keep him
alive? Am I really prolonging his life or extending his death? When 1, as
proxy, choose hospice, am I not giving my loved one a message that it)s all

over, that nothing more can be done-perhaps depressing him and pushing

him over the brink?

When patients and familes arrive at a decision to choose hospice,
despite all of these emotional issues and spiritual conflicts, they are truly
ready to recognize that hospice is not just the only choice, but the best
choice to experience life as fully as possible. This is why I believe that
decisions to choose hospice, while technically revocable, are rarely
reversed. And that to close the doors to cure or remission prematurely
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by referring to hospice "at an early stage of terminal ilness, where the
patients relatively good condition makes him a viable candidate for
experimental/aggressive treatment which may yet offer a remission or
cure" would indeed violate lifnei iver.
As Jews, we must never lose hope in the possibilty of a miracle.

"Even if a sharp sword rests on one's neck, he should not refrain from
"hoping for (God's) mercy." (Berakhot lOa) Even on one's death bed,

as he is asked to confess his sins, he is reassured: ". . . many have confessed and not died. . . and he prays. . . may it be Your wil to heal me
with a complete healing." (1ôre Deja 338) Nonetheless, hospice teaches

us to respect the feelings expressed so poignantly in Kohelet (12: 1):

"Remember your Creator in the days of your youth before the bad days
come, and the years arrive when you will say, 'I have no desire for
them.'" Should the day arrive when a dying patient's quality of life
means more than its quantity, then hospice offers its own special message of hope: to enable the dying and their loved ones to experience the
final moments of life together as fully as possible.

HABITUATION IN HAAK
To THE EDITOR:

I read with interest Rabbi Yehuda Herzl Henkn's article on the role of
habituation in halakha as well as Rabbi Feldman's response (" Ikka
dJAmrei," Tradition 34:3, Fall 2000). The latter exhibits serious misrepresentations of fact and errors in argument.
To begin with, R. Feldman fails to address the major applications of

the habituation theory presented in the first article-women reading
from the Torah (and the attendant question of kavod ha-tsibbur), keriy-

at ha-megila, and the recitation of kaddish. These represent rather significant lapses, since Rambam, R. Moshe Feinstein, and Maharam

Rottenberg, among other great posekim, permit one or another of
them. R. Feldman must either disagree with these pesakim, or find some
way to explain them without employing the concept of habituation.
Next, R. Feldman misuses reductio ad absurdum by envisioning misapplications of the habituation argument: "Who is ths al-knowing 'posek'

who determines which acts produce or do not produce erotic thoughts?"
I, for one, am certain that there are posekim alve today who have a good

grasp on human nature. "Could not R. Henkn's theory be applied to
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anul the laws of yihud. . . . Could he (our fictitious posek J not abrogate

the need for a mehitsa?" Well, possibly, but we should not reject halakhc
principles out of

hand simply because others might misuse them.

R. Feldman then turns on R. Henkin's use of specific sources. The
Arukh ha-Shulhan writes that where married women do not cover their
hair, it is not considered erva. Incredibly, the assertion is made that ths

is not because of habituation, but rather because it "reverts to the status
of an unmarried woman's hair." Unfortunately, Arukh ha-Shulhan himself tells us what the reasoning is, and it is not that. Rather, it is because
"since the majority go about this way and it has become like (normally J
uncovered parts of her body." In other words, if we are used to seeing
it, it is not erva; a succinct articulation of the habituation argument by
Arukh ha-Shulhan himself.
R. Feldman next takes issue with R. Henkin's use of Levush, who
permits reciting she-ha-simha bimJono in mixed-seating sheva berakhot. R.

Feldman asserts that ths is an "isolated opinion" and that Levush didn't
really believe in the habituation theory because he still prohibited men

from walng behind women in the street. This is incorrect on several
fronts. First, Levush permits she-ha-simha bimJono specifically because". .
. nowadays women are frequently among men and there are not so many
erotic thoughts"-the very essence of the habituation theory that R.

Feldman would have him reject. Second, it is entirely reasonable for
Levush to permit some activities on the basis of habituation and not oth-

ers-perhaps men were more used to sittng with women during sheva
berakhot than walking behind them in the street, or for some other reason. Does R. Feldman have an explanation for Levush's opinion regarding she-ha-simha bimJono apart from habituation? Or is he implying that

Levush contradicts himself when it comes to walking behind women?
Third, the opinion of Levush is hardly a da'at yahid. I would be interested in knowing how many sheva berakhot R. Feldman has attended in
which she-ha-simha bimJono was not recited because there was mixed

seating, or how many printed versions of birkat ha-mazon he has corne
across where one is instructed to omit the phrase in such a situation. I
must inform him that in the Modern Orthodox circles in which I find
myself, the opinion of Levush seems to be halakha lema)ase. Finaly, R.
Feldman doubts that Levush would be lenient in ths day and age "when
interaction between the sexes is much freer," but that is the very argu-

ment of the Levush: ". . . and when it is not uncommon for men to
assess the physical appearance of women, to flrt with them, and for
women to react in kind"-as though these were not risks in his era.
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In the end, one can understand R. Feldman's fear of ths new analy-

sis from his conclusions, where he predictably conjures up the slippery
slope. He is anxious that some pasek not inadvertently misuse the habitu-

ation theory. But perhaps it is the slippery slope theory that is in most
danger of being misused, as it encourages inertia and retards the continuous re-analysis that is part of the halakhc process. I respect R. Feldman
for wishing to keep today's posekim far back from that waxed incline, but

I would remind him that they are not al walng around barefoot.
BAR GREENFIELD, M.D.

To THE EDITOR:

Because of space considerations, I am constrained to limit my reply to R.

Feldman. I have therefore not included my response to the whole first
section of his comments, in which he discussed the prevalence of hirhur
today, the supposedly dangerous implications of my article, the concept
of 10 palug (it does not apply here), and other issues. Readers who so
desire may receive the longer response as an e-mail attached document
via henkn~surfree.net.il.
In the second half of his critique, R. Feldman assesses my sources,

starting with Maharshal who, he states, permits only what was permitted
in the first place, and who does not mention habituation. He notes that
Maharshal quotes from Ritva that the leniency of ha-kolle-shem shamayim should be used only by a great hasid (saint), and concludes that "ths
leniency can hardly be widely applied nowadays." In a footnote, he

writes that when Maharshal says that the "whole world" relies on ths
leniency, "he is merely stating that the practice is widespread and nothing more." If R. Feldman fails to notice the glaring contradiction in his
argument-a leniency which "can hardly be widely applied" cannot at

the same time be described as "widespread"-then clearly I need to
restate my central point in greater detaiL.

taking
his already-betrothed, prepubescent granddaughter in his lap (some say
In ICiddushin 91b, R. Aha bar Abba took the unusual step of

under his bedclothes). Chalenged by his son-in-law, he justified himself

by citing a statement ofShemuel, "ha-kolle-shem shamayim" (everythng
Heaven (is permissible)), i.e., he had no untoward
thoughts. This fits in with other seemingly egregious behavior engaged
in by sages who justified themselves in a similar manner, such as R. Aha
(done) for the sake of
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in ICetubbot 17 a who danced at a wedding with the bride on his shoul-

ders, and R. Gidel in Berakhot 20a who sat near the entrance to the
mikve whie the women exited; they explained that women were to them

like a "wooden beam" or lie "white geese" rather than sexual objects.
Simiarly, in Shabbat 13a, Ulla was in the habit of kissing his married sisters on their hands or sleeves or perhaps on their bodices, a practice he
forbade to others. Tosafot there explains that Ulla was a completely
righteous person (tsaddik gamur), and "he knew that he himself would
not come to hirhur," even though others might.
That ha-kolle-shem shamayim is identical to statements that women

are like wooden beams or white geese, is explicit in Tosafot Rabbenu
Elhanan (the son of Ri BaJal ha-Tosafot), in Avoda Zara 17a, regarding
Ulla: "He permitted himself (to kiss his sister(s)) because she was like a
wooden beam to him, as we say in ICetubbot about (dancing with) a
bride, and as we say at the end of Kiddushin 'I hold like Shernuel's
statement (that) ha-kolle-shem shamayim.' "

How, then, are we to understand the comment by Tosafot in
ICiddushin 92a on ha-kol le-shem shamayim: "On ths we rely today, in
using the services of women?" Why not say that since R. Aha b. Abba
was a tsaddik gamur lie R. Aha, R. Gidel, and Ulla, he was permitted

what remains forbidden to everyone else? Similarly, Maharshal's heading

in Yam shel Shelomo there, following Tosafot, is "the whole world relies
on ths (ha-kolle-shem shamayim) in using the service of, speakng to,
and lookig at women." The "we" in Tosafot is "the whole world" in

Maharshal, Le., the general community. Yet the ability of a tsaddik
gamur to refrain from hirhur says nothing about the average person.
Maharshal himself, after citing Tosafot, cites Ritva that one should not
permit himself leniencies in matters of hirhur unless he is a saint.

R. Feldman gets things exactly backwards when he writes, "The (talmudic J passage states that contact with women is permitted where it is
done ha-kolle-shem shamayim (the intention is for godly (noble) purpos-

es). This passage refers to contact with totally platonic intentions. . . .
According to the text, platonic relations are permitted because they were
never forbidden in the first place." The question is not whether platonic
relations are permitted, but who is entitled to claim that his contacts
with women are platonic, and under what circumstances.
On ths basis I explained Tosafots reasoning as being that the "we" of
"on ths we rely today" is of equivalent status to R. Aha b. Abba with
regard to ha-kolle-shem shamayim, Le. when the community at large is

accustomed to mingling with and speakng to women, their familarity
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can be relied upon to forestall sinful thoughts. I cited Levush and
Responsa Tsits Eliezer's explanation of Leket Yòsher (Resp. Tsits EUezer also

cites Levush) as evidence that such a rationale is, indeed, found in halakc
literature. Al the citations reinforce each other: Tosafot is the source for

Yam shel Shelomo, whie the latter helps in understanding Tosafot; Levush

helps explain Tosafot, whie Tòsafot provides sanction for Levush; and so,
too, the words of Yam shel Shelomo and Levush, written by Maharshal's

disciple, ilumiate and reinforce each other. Finaly, the example of the
Germanic- Dutch Orthodox communities provides concrete ilustration of
the principle of Tosafot and Maharshal put into actual practice.
R. Feldman barely cites the Gemara, omits mention of Tosafot alto-

gether, and makes only passing reference to the practices of the
Germanic-Dutch communities ("the practice of some pre-war German
rabbis to shake hands with women"-as if that was all there was to it).
Tosafots theory and the Germanic-Dutch communities) practice are the
two pilars of my "thesis," as R. Feldman calls it, but he ignores them
and instead snipes at my subsidiary sources.

Regarding Leket Yòsher, I wrote that it was "apparently" a source,

but my arguments do not depend on it, and in Benei Banim I omitted
it. That said, the explanation of Resp. Tsits Eliezer that nowadays we are

used to walkng in behind women so no hirhur results is indeed, apparently, correct. R. Auerbach's alternative explanation, that it is difficult to
avoid walkng behind women today because there are so many of them
about, does not fit the language of Leket Yosher: "we are not al that pro-

hibited. . . ." R. Auerbach himself does not reject R. Waldenberg's expla-

nation and even seems to endorse it. I do not know what thrd alternative explanation R. Feldman is referring to. As to why Leket Yosher

singled out "the wife of a Torah scholar and his mother" and whose
mother is being referred to, see my complete response. But even if Leket
Yòsher may not be a source when taken by itself, as R. Feldman maintains, nevertheless, in the context of the other sources it certainly is.
The same applies to Levush. The supposed talmudic proofs against
Levush are insubstantial, and Levush is by no means a lone opinion, as

evidenced in the Otsar ha-Posekim I cited. R. Feldman) however, raises
two questions about Levush that deserve consideration. The first is, what

is the meaning of Levush's statement that when women frequently inter-

mingle with men, "there are relatively few sinful thoughts" (en kan
hirhurei avera kol kakh)? Is not even a small amount of erotic thought

forbidden? But see a similar Levush in Even ha-Ezer 64:2: "It is permitted to look at the jewelry on (the bride) and at her uncovered hair for
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ths does not cause hirhur so much (eno mevi kol kach li-ydei hirhur);
therefore, it is permitted (to do so J in order to praise and value her, even

though with other women ths, too, is prohibited." It means that most
of the time, gazing at the bride's hair and jewelry does not result in

hirhur; and therefore it is permitted when done for a good reason. So,
too, when men and women habitualy intermingle, most of the time no

hirhur stems from the intermingling itself. And what about the minority
of times? I suggest that Levush is referring to a fact of life. To attempt to
prevent hirhur completely is futie; hirhur avera is one of the thngs no
one escapes daily, as stated in Bava Batra 164b. Men wil occasionally
come to hirhur no matter what, and certainly adolescents, whom Rashi
in Sukka 26a describes as "prone to hirhur" (she-ha-hirhur matsuy ba-

hem). Hirhur can result from gazing even at a woman's litte figer, as in
Berakhot 24a; if she is completely clothed from head to toe hirhur can

still result from seeing her walking, as in Berakhot 61a and Resp.
Radbaz, II, no. 770; to forestall it, she would have to wear a barrel or
better yet, not appear in public altogether. The Tanhuma in Vayishlah, in

fact, reaches that conclusion, ". . . a woman should stay inside her home
and not go out in the street. . . lest she be a stumbling-block to men
who, as a result, wil look at a woman." But that is not halaka, and no
community practices it.
As for the other question about Levush, see my complete reply. Also,

I consider R. Feldman's comment on Arukh haShulhan to be largely
semantical.
(RABI) YEHUDA HERZL HENKIN
Jerusalem, Israel

EMAUEL FELDMA RESPONDS:

My main objection to Rabbi Henkn's sources, as I stated clearly in the
second part of my reaction to his thesis, was that "he would apply his

theory to explicit prohibitions enacted by the Sages to prevent hirhur."
The principle of 10 palug (rabbinic enactments are not lifted due to par-

ticular situations) would make such an application incorrect. Thus I
argue that the sources he cites that do not refer to abrogating previous-

ly existing prohibitions (such as the view of Tosafot, which R. Henkn
says is a "pilar" of his argument, plus Levush and Arukh ha-Shulhan)
are irrelevant.
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R. Henkin writes that I got "things exactly backwards" when I
wrote that Maharshal permitted proximity to women when one's inten-

tions are platonic only "because they were never forbidden in the first
place." This is merely another way of saying that platonic intentions are
permitted only where they do not violate the principle of 10 palugwhich happens to be exactly rightwards.

I never disputed the fact that the view of Maharshal (based on
Tosafot) is a source for leniency regarding proximity to women where
there is no hirhur-rovided there is no 10 palug. R. Henkn therefore

had no need for his lengthy citation of sages who acted with such famil-

iarity. My sole reservation to this source was that Maharshal himself
concludes that this leniency can only be used by "someone who is a
saint." The above sages were all saintly persons.
Regarding this reservation of mine, R. Henkn claims to have found

a "glaring contradiction" in my words: How can I argue that the
leniency of Maharshal applies to those of a saintly nature and "can hard-

ly be widely applied nowadays," and at the same time state that the
Maharshal was describing a practice as "widespread"?
There is no contradiction here. Unless we are to attibute a contra-

diction to the Maharshal himself, the latter in his opening comments
gives a rationale for a widespread practice which, he says in his concluding comment, is nevertheless improper for those who are not saints. If a
practice was improper in the Maharshal's time, how can we extrapolate
the rationale for that practice and apply it ab initio to other practices in
present times?

Dr. Greenfield also seems to have overlooked the fact that my
objection to R. Henkin's sources was that none of them prove that
habituation can overrule existing prohibitions. It is also the reason that
Dr. Greenfield does not understand why I rejected R. Henkn's Arukh
ha-Shulhan and Levush sources. As I explained, they do not permit previously existing prohibitions.
Regarding Dr. Greenfield's questions on my treatment of Levush) he

should reread my article carefuly. All of his (substantive) questions are
answered there. He should note also that R. Henkn specifically applies

his argument to walng behind women, unlke Dr Greenfield's suggestion that this prohibition is different. Dr. Greenfield's proof that the
view of Levush is unquestionable halakha based on the omission of any
dissenting view by birkat ha-mazon publishers and based on the practice
in Modern Orthodox circles is obviously a weak one. (I, for one, have
attended many sheva berakhot where there was a mehitsa.)
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Dr. Greenfield's wonders why I did not address R. Henkn's com~
ments on Torah, megila reading and recitation of kaddish by women.
These do not involve women's singing and are therefore unrelated to
the idea of habituation creating a change in halaka, the topic of the

article (in fact, I fail to understand why R. Henkn included them in his
article), and would have required a totally different discussion which

the "Ikka DJAmrei" format did not permit.
As for the first part of my article, I respect the correspondents' right
to disagree with my fears that R. Henkn's theory leads us down a slippery slope. However, in an age of "the tefillin date" and increasing adultery even among those who consider themselves observant, I would suggest that my fears be assessed seriously before discounting any existing

practices. Regarding Dr Greenfield's final comment, someone who values his life does not embark on a slippery slope no matter how confident
he is of his balancing ski-even if he is wearing shoes.
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